
Runtime API Security
Radically Simplified.
ProtectOnce provides fast growing SaaS companies with a 
free agentless solution that secures API-driven applications 
in a matter of minutes, providing deep visibility into all APIs 
and helping to prevent complex attacks.



Modern API-driven applications are extremely complex and ever-changing. While APIs fuel 
growth and development speed, they expose the business logic of the application and 
make it a prime asset for attackers to target. Legacy WAFs are not enough, while modern 
solutions are too complex and expensive to run. 

This problem is especially tricky for growing SaaS companies that are often short on 
security personnel and resources. These startups need a one-stop-shop solution that can 
secure their modern, API-driven web applications without endless configuration and fine 
tuning, and without huge costs. In today’s API security market, this is a pretty big ask.

ProtectOnce sets out to radically simplify API and application security with an agentless 
solution that takes minutes to deploy, extremely easy to use and provides deep security 
visibility and threat detection immediately. 

The ProtectOnce dashboard

API Security: 
More crucial (and complex) than ever

Solution Brief



ProtectOnce’s agentless solution reveals all of 
your APIs (REST, SOAP, GraphQL), including 
zombie and shadow ones, to provide customers 
with a complete inventory and posture of their 
APIs. 

ProtectOnce then applies data analysis models 
to combine this deep visibility and inventory 
with behavioral data collected over time, to 
detect and expose attacks on your APIs as they 
are planned.

ProtectOnce allows you to expand your security 
to the workload level with the solution’s in-app 
deployment. The in-app library helps customers 
to apply real time attack blocking only where 
they need it the most, without impacting their 
application’s performance or creating overhead. 

This allows you to enjoy both a no friction 
agentless discoverability and visibility, and a 
light-weight inline blocking where your crown 
jewels are. 

How ProtectOnce works
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Product features
Get a real time inventory of all 
APIs serviced from your 
environment.

Understand the security posture 
and risk level of your API 
endpoints with ProtectOnce’s risk 
score. 

Understand the data flow and 
security threats of your 
application with ProtectOnce’s 
application map. 

Real time detection techniques on  
your API traffic without proxies, 
gateways, traffic rerouting or 
anything that will interfere with 
your app’s performance.

Detect complex API attacks such 
as BOLA with ProtectOnce’s 
advanced threat detection.

Go beyond detection and prevent 
attacks in real time where your 
crown jewels are with 
ProtectOnce’s one click in-app 
deployment.

Respond to security events 
through easy integrations with 
your security ecosystem.

Integrate with your cloud 
environment to automatically 
configure compensating controls 
when an attack is sensed.



API Discovery & Posture

API Protection

API Threat Response

Protect your APIs from sophisticated attacks by 
combining deep visibility with behavioral data 
and the context of your app, to detect and 
prevent attacks before they happen.

ProtectOnce automatically and continuously 
inventories your APIs, helping you keep track 
of all your public facing assets, detect any 
blindspots in your posture, and assess risks 
associated with your APIs.

Easily respond to security events and 
automatically configure compensating 
controls. 
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End-to-end visibility & protection



https://app.protectonce.com/account/si
gn-up

Start for free:
app.protectonce.com/signup 

As a group of SaaS developers and cyber security entrepreneurs, application & API security has 
always been a pain point. 

In today’s cloud-native world, developing and deploying web applications is easier than ever, 
however properly securing them has never been more complex.

This is why we built ProtectOnce. We believe that quality API security should be accessible to all 
companies, big and small, without having to invest endless resources and manpower. 
With ProtectOnce, growing SaaS companies can get API visibility, discoverability and protection 
for free, with an automatic, out-of-the-box approach. 

About ProtectOnce 


